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implementing these richer languages, we are faced with the problem of splitting thecontexts between the subproofs introduced by a bottom-up application of the 
R, ............................................................................................... Land ��L rules. A commonly adopted solution is to split the contexts lazily [4, 11, 2, 6].The key feature of lazy splitting is that a given subproof consumes the resources it needs,but no more. Hence, the contexts are not split, but directly passed to a subproof, whichconsumes the resources it requires and gently returns the unused ones to be assigned toother subproofs.This paper presents a Forum lazy splitting system based on the Lolli resource man-agement system proposed by Cervesato et al. [2]. We propose here a new approach to theproblem of resource scope control, introducing a stack-based scope control mechanism.This new lazy splitting system provides both a declarative and an operational reading.As the original Lolli resource management system, our lazy splitting system could beapplied to any Linear Logic based formalism involving context splitting.The paper is organized as follows. Firstly, we briey introduce the Forum speci�cationlogic. In Section 3, Forum non-determinism sources are identi�ed. Following sectiondescribes a backchaining rule replacing Forum left rules. In last section, we propose alazy splitting system to partially determine the resource assignment in Forum. Finally,some related work and conclusions are outlined.2 Linear Logic and ForumForum [7, 9] was originally de�ned to provide a speci�cation logic for integrating bothabstraction and concurrency into a declarative setting. Since its inception, and due to itsexpressiveness, it has been widespread used as a powerful speci�cation language. On theother hand, there has been a muchminor interest in providing an e�cient implementationof Forum, except for [5].Forum is de�ned as the logic freely generated from the asynchronous connectives (i.e.>, ?, &, ............................................................................................... , ��, 8 and ?) and from the intuitionistic implication ). The synchronousmodal ! is included in Forum through ) (A ) B � !A �� B) in such a way that!'ed formulas can appear in left contexts only. Forum is a presentation of all of LinearLogic, since its primitive connectives constitute a complete set, enabling an asynchronousencoding of the synchronous connectives [7, 9].Since !'ed formulas in the left context and ?'ed formulas in the right context canbe freely replicated and discarded, contexts have been divided into classical and linearones, simplifying the presentation of Forum. All the formulas contained in the classicalleft context are implicitly !'ed, while all the formulas in the classical right context areimplicitly ?'ed. As shown in Figure 1, Forum sequents have the forms� : 	;� �! A;�;� and � : 	;� F�! A; �where � is a signature, 	 and � are sets of �-formulas standing for the classical contexts;� is a multiset of �-formulas, � a list of �-formulas and A a list of atomic �-formulasstanding for the linear contexts, and F is a �-formula. Note that the semicolon is usedas a context separator in Forum sequents, and that the symbol + in the consequences ofthe ............................................................................................... L and ��L rules denotes list interleaving.2



� : 	;� �! A;>;�;� >-R � : 	;� �! A; B;�;� � : 	;� �! A; C;�;�� : 	;� �! A;B & C;�;� & -R� : 	;� �! A;�;�� : 	;� �! A;?;�;� ?-R � : 	;� �! A; B;C;�;�� : 	;� �! A; B ............................................................................................... C;�;� ............................................................................................... -R � : 	;� �! A;�;B;�� : 	;� �! A; ?B;�;� ?-R� : 	;B;� �! A; C;�;�� : 	;� �! A; B �� C;�;� �� -R � : B;	;� �! A; C;�;�� : 	;� �! A; B ) C; �;� ) -R y: �;� : 	;� �! A; B[y=x];�;�� : 	;� �! A;8�x:B;�;� 8-R� : 	;� �! A; B;B;�� : 	;� �! A;B;� decide? � : 	;� B�! A; �� : 	;B;� �! A; � decide � : B;	;� B�! A; �� : B;	;� �! A; � decide!� : 	; A�! A; � initial � : 	; A�!;A;� initial ? � : 	; ?�!; � ?-L � : 	;� Bi�! A; �� : 	;� B1&B2�! A; � & -Li (i = 1;2)� : 	;�1 B�! A1; � � : 	;�2 C�! A2; �� : 	; �1;�2 B............................................................................................... C�! A1 +A2;� ............................................................................................... -L � : 	;B �!; �� : 	; ?B�!;� ?-L t : � 2 � � : 	;� B[t=x]�! A; �� : 	; � 8�x:B�! A; � 8-L� : 	; �1 �! A1; B;� � : 	; �2 C�! A2; �� : 	;�1;�2 B��C�! A1 +A2 ;� �� -L � : 	;�! B;� � : 	; � C�! A; �� : 	;� B)C�! A;� ) -LThe rule 8-R has the proviso that y is not declared in the signature �.Figure 1: Sequent Calculus for Forum3 Determinism and Non-determinism in ForumThe Forum sequent calculus contains an inherent determinism, obtained by implicitlyexploiting certain permutability properties satis�ed by this presentation of Linear Logic.These properties are neatly captured by the notation employed for the Forum sequents,and most importantly, by the very use of this notation in the inference rules, embeddingMiller's multiple-conclusion uniformity and Andreoli's focusing within the Forum sequentcalculus. Thus, in every case, the search for Forum proofs is indeed a search for uniform,focused proofs.This rather disciplined use of inference rules does not completely remove the non-determinism from Forum proofs, but avoids considering a lot of permutations whensearching for proofs. The only permutations that must be considered are those for deciderules (we shall deal with the &Li rules as a single rule which non-deterministically selectsa subformula). Right and left rules are never permuted, but applied in a deterministicorder. Hence, the Forum sequent calculus clearly determines when its rules must be used,but not how, so we can identify the following sources of non-determinism when searchingfor a proof in Forum:� goal selection: the decide? rule selects a classical goal from �� program formula selection: the decide and decide! rules select a linear or classicalprogram formula from either � or 	, respectively� program subformula selection: the &Li rule selects one of its subformulas� term selection: the 8L rule selects a term t substituting a bounded variable x� split selection: the ��L and ............................................................................................... L rules select a split of the linear contexts � and AIn addition, both goal and program formula selection are made applying decide rules,involving a decide rule selection; i.e. it is not known if either a new goal should be in-troduced (decide?) or a classical or linear program formula applied (decide! or decide).3



Alternatively, removing the asynchronous modal ? from the set of Forum primitive con-nectives and de�ning it as ?B � (B��?)) ?, goal selection (decide?) becomes classicalprogram formula selection (decide!). Also, program subformula selection (&Li) becomesprogram formula selection by rewriting program formulas containing arbitrary negativeoccurrences of & as an equivalent program formula where & occurs at the top level only.This way goal, program formula and program subformula selections can be reduced toa single program formula selection. Most logic programming languages solve this non-deterministic selection by means of backtracking. Forum allows program formulas whichcan always be applied (i.e. empty head clauses), making exhaustive backtracking a vaine�ort. In a sense, the application of these class of program formulas is not goal driven,contradicting the fundamentals of the current proof-theoretic approach to logic program-ming: goal directed proof search and its formalization through uniform proofs.The term selection problem (8L) is particularly di�cult in Forum. Most logic pro-gramming languages relies on term uni�cation to solve this problem. Forum allows ar-bitrary higher order quanti�cation over simply typed �terms, and hence, there is nouni�cation algorithm for Forum.We shall address neither program formula selection nor term selection in this pa-per; but shall put forward some ideas for partially reducing the context splitting non-determinism (��L and ............................................................................................... L) later. Before this, we shall present a backchaining rule forForum in the following section.4 A Backchaining Rule for ForumA distinguishing feature of intuitionistic logic programming languages like Prolog, �Prologor Lolli [4] is that the formulas in the left context (i.e. the program formulas) are exclu-sively used for rewriting the only atom in the right context as a goal; so left rules can bereplaced by a rewriting mechanism, usually expressed by a backchaining rule. Similarly,programming languages based on multiple-conclusion logics such as Linear Objects [1]or Lygon [11] include a rewriting rule which substitutes a goal for atoms placed in theright context. In this section, we present a backchaining rule replacing all the left rulesin Forum.It can be proved that the behavior of left rules in Forum can be summarized as follows:an arbitrary formula placed in the classical or linear left context is used for rewriting apossibly empty multiset of atoms placed in the classical or linear right contexts (deter-mined by the initial and initial? rules) as a possibly empty multiset of classical, linearand premise goals (determined by the ) L, ��L and ?L rules respectively). Henceforth,we shall refer to the multiset of atoms as the rewritten atoms and to the multiset of goalsas the rewriting goals.Thus, Forum left rules can be replaced by a simpler and more e�cient backchainingrule, removing the rewritten atoms and introducing the rewriting goals at once. Clearly,the backchaining rule must be based on a certain formalism denoting the atoms and goalsinvolved without any reference to the replaced left rules. To this end, we introduce afunction k � k which maps a formula f into a set of quintuples < C;L;P;A;F >, whereF stands for the multiset of focuses (i.e. subformulas of f to be left-decomposed), C forthe set of classical goals, L for the multiset of linear goals, P for the set of premise goalsand A for the multiset of rewritten atoms. The function is de�ned by induction on thestructure of the formula f as follows: 4



� < ;; ;; ;; ;; ffg >2 kfk,� if < C;L;P;A; f?g ] F >2 kfk then < C;L;P;A;F >2 kfk,� if < C;L;P;A; fAg ] F >2 kfk and A is atomic, then< C;L;P;A] fAg;F >2 kfk,� if < C;L;P;A; fA&Bg ] F >2 kfk then< C;L;P;A; fAg ] F >2 kfk and < C;L;P;A; fBg ] F >2 kfk,� if < C;L;P;A; f8x:Bg] F >2 kfk, then for all closed term t,< C;L;P;A; fB[t=x]g] F >2 kfk,� if < C;L;P;A; fA) Bg ] F >2 kfk then < C [ fAg;L;P;A; fBg ] F >2 kfk,� if < C;L;P;A; fA��Bg ] F >2 kfk then < C;L ] fAg;P;A; fBg ] F >2 kfk,� if < C;L;P;A; f?Bg ] F >2 kfk then < C;L;P [ fBg;A;F >2 kfk,� if < C;L;P;A; fA ............................................................................................... Bg ] F >2 kfk then < C;L;P;A; fA;Bg ] F >2 kfk.where ] stands for multiset union. C and P are sets because their goals are solvedexclusively from classical contexts. Quintuples really useful for backchaining are thosewhose multiset of focuses F is empty; that iskfk0 = f< C;L;P;A > j < C;L;P;A; ; >2 kfkg:Quadruples included in kfk0 partially (see below) encode the behavior of a formula fplaced in the classical or linear left context. The concept of backchaining in Forum wasde�ned and informally illustrated by examples in [9]. The functions k � k and k � k0 aboveare similar to those de�ned for �Prolog and Lolli [4] and are simply an extension of theones de�ned in [5], which does not include the modal ?, and hence, neither the multisetof premise goals. Also, in the other de�nitions the rewritten atoms remain in what wehave called the multiset of focuses F . For the sake of clarity, we have added a separatemultiset A to isolate the rewritten atoms.Now, it is trivial to de�ne the backchaining BC rule shown in Figure 2. Given aprogram formula F , this rule simply removes the rewritten atoms and introduces thesuitable classical, linear and premise rewriting goals according to kFk0. Note that whilekFk0 precisely determines the rewritten atoms and the rewriting goals, it says nothingabout context splitting; i.e. linear subcontext assignment and consumption. These fea-tures are directly reected in the BC rule instead, completing the description of thebehavior of F . In particular, the BC rule assigns linear left subcontexts �i and linearatomic right subcontexts Ai to linear goals Li, and consumes the linear atomic rightsubcontext H (i.e. the rewritten linear atoms). Note also that linear subcontexts canonly be assigned to linear goals, so if the multiset of linear goals L is empty, then linearsubcontexts �i and Ai must be empty too.The Forum non-determinism is now isolated in the decide and BC rules. Since theBC rule substitutes the Forum left rules, it inherits the non-determinism from the 8L,&Li, ............................................................................................... L and ��L rules. This non-determinism ascends along the proof tree and gathersinto the BC application node. For a given program formula F , the non-determinism ofthe 8L and &Li rules are now combined into the non-determinism of the selection of aquadruple in kFk0. At �rst sight, the function k � k0 reduces this non-determinism, since5



� : 	;�! C1;H0;� : : : � : 	;�! Cm;H0;� (Classical goals)� : 	;�1 �! A1; L1;H0;� : : : � : 	;�n �! An; Ln;H0;� (Linear goals)� : 	;P1 �!;H0;� : : : � : 	;Ph �!;H0;� (Premise goals)� : 	;�1; : : : ;�n F�! H +A1 + � � � +An;H0;� BCwhere < fCigi; fLjgj; fPkgk;H ]H0 >2 kFk0Figure 2: A Backchaining Rule for Forumwe shall select only a quadruple such that the multiset of rewritten atoms (H ] H0) isfully contained in the right contexts A and �. The same constraint can also be appliedto reduce the non-determinism in the selection of the program formula; i.e. to the decideand decide! rules. Nevertheless, a practical implementation cannot seriously rely onk � k0, since it introduces a possibly in�nite number of closed terms for each universalquanti�er. The functions k �k and k �k0 generate a possibly in�nite amount of information(quadruples) from a program formula containing a �nite number of connectives, so thisstyle of backchaining description is computationally useless.On the other hand, recall that the BC rule also inherits the ............................................................................................... L and ��L rules non-determinism; i.e. context splitting. Subcontexts obtained by context splitting play twodi�erent roles in the BC rule. The subcontext H, containing the rewritten linear atoms,is consumed; while the �i and Ai subcontexts are assigned to the linear rewriting goalsLi. This way, a portion of the original context splitting becomes rewritten atom selection.We shall assume here that the H and H0 subcontexts can be guessed with the help of thek � k function, according to the BC rule proviso. Of course, a practical implementationshould relay on backtracking and term uni�cation for selecting the rewritten atoms Hand H0. The following section presents an e�ective partial solution to the problem ofe�ciently splitting � and A into �i and Ai respectively.It is possible to employ any other formalism instead of a backchaining rule to denotethe behavior of left rules in Forum. Cervesato et al. have recently de�ned a resolutioncalculus for Lolli [2]. In short, their resolution calculus transfers a Lolli program formulafrom the left to the right context to be solved as a Lolli goal. In particular, to solvean atomic goal a, a Lolli program formula D is �rst selected and then passed to aformula decomposition judgment D >> anG, obtaining an equivalent Lolli goal G to besolved. This goal G is just the negative normal form of D except for the atoms in Dare not negated (A?) but attached to the atomic goal a through a syntactic equalityA = a. The use of this syntactic equality is a consequence of the intuitionistic nature ofLolli, and hence, in the multiple-conclusion setting of Forum, such a resolution calculusnaturally reduces itself to the negative normal form, avoiding the use of extra-logicalfeatures. Obviously, it is necessary to support negated atoms (A?), and add the axiom (!A;A?) and synchronous connective right rules to the Forum sequent calculus, obtaininga one-sided sequent calculus similar to that of Lygon. On the other hand, recall thatsynchronous connectives do not permute, so atom rewriting and synchronous formularight-decomposition require an interleaved backtracking as in Lygon. In other words,Forum would no longer be a multiple-conclusion uniform logic as de�ned by Miller [7, 9],but rather in the sense de�ned by Harland and Pym [10, 11]. Since Harland and Pym'suniform proofs are less goal-directed than Miller's ones, we �nd it preferable to adopt abackchaining rule in order to preserve Forum proofs as goal-directed and deterministic6



as possible.5 A Lazy Splitting System for ForumThe previously de�ned backchaining rule splits the linear contexts among the lineargoals introduced by the focused formula. The problem with this context splitting isthat it is not possible to determine `a priori' how it should be done. Here, a trivialimplementation of Forum solves this non-determinism by backtracking through all splits.Since a context containing m formulas to be split among n linear goals gives place tonm di�erent splits, such an implementation is terribly ine�cient. This suggests thata better implementation technique must be developed to split contexts. A commonlyadopted solution is to split the contexts lazily [4, 11, 2, 6]. In this section, we partiallyadapt the resource management system presented in [2] to Forum, the most complex logicto which this technique has been applied, introducing a new stack-based scope controlmechanism. For the sake of simplicity, the foundations of the lazy splitting system arepresented gradually, introducing concepts and terminology as needed. Firstly, we givea simple backchaining example, then induce the general backchaining case, and �nally,extend lazy splitting to the rest of inference rules. Formal proofs of the Forum lazysplitting system are omitted due to lack of space.5.1 A Simple Lazy Backchaining ExampleAssume a formula F such that < ;; fL1; L2g; ;;H >2 kFk0. As shown below, backchain-ing on F through this quadruple introduces two linear goals, L1 and L2, and removesthe atoms H (we assume that these atoms are contained in the linear right context, tosimplify the notation of the example):� : 	;�1 �! A1; L1; � � : 	;�2 �! A2; L2; �� : 	;�1;�2 F�! H+A1 +A2; � BCwhere the linear left context � (�1]�2) halves into the subcontexts �1 and �2, assignedto the subproofs of the linear goals L1 and L2, respectively. Similarly, the linear atomicright context A (A1 ] A2) halves into the subcontexts A1 and A2, also assigned to thesubproofs of L1 and L2. The key feature of the lazy splitting system is that a givensubproof only consumes the formulas it needs, but no more. Hence, the contexts � andA are not blindly split, but directly passed to the subproof of L1, which only consumesthe formulas in � and A that it requires; i.e. �1 and A1, and gently returns the unusedformulas; i.e. �2 and A2. These unused formulas are �nally passed to the subproof ofL2, which consumes all of them. Thus, the contexts � and A are in fact lazily split.For the prior lazy splitting to work properly, the inference rules must be updated insuch a way that a subproof is able to receive an excess of formulas as input formulas, andto return this excess as output formulas. The input formulas descend along the proof treeas it is constructed. When the unused input formulas reach the leaves of the proof tree,they become output formulas and ascend from these leaves to the splitting backchainingnode, where they become input formulas for the other subproof. To this end, the sequentsmust be extended to include two types of contexts: the input contexts, containing theformulas passed to a subproof as input; and the output contexts, containing the formulasreturned by it as output. With regard to input contexts, classical input contexts (	,7



�) and linear input contexts (�, A, �) must be distinguished, as in the original Forumsequent calculus. In fact, the only di�erence is that now they could contain an excessof formulas. The lazy splitting system is only concerned with the management of linearinput contexts (�, A, �) and output contexts, since classical input contexts are not splitbut replicated. Therefore, no further distinction is required for output contexts: as onlylinear input contexts are dealt with the lazy splitting system, it is clear that outputcontexts only contain linear formulas.Clearly, we need to extend the original notation for sequents to include the outputcontexts. Both classical and linear input contexts are denoted as before, except for thecomma between A and � is replaced by the usual context separator; i.e. the semicolon.Since we are dividing the original right linear context A;� into two contexts A; �, a newright rule transferR shall be added to the extended sequent calculus (Figure 3), such thatthe atomic goal A is transferred from A;� to A. The left output context �0 and rightoutput context A0 are grouped into an ordered pair < �0;A0 >, annotated on the rightof the sequent. The symbol == separates the input contexts (the resources available toconstruct the proof) from the output contexts (the unused resources returned from theproof). Thus, �nally, sequents with all their input and output contexts have the forms� : 	;� �! A; �;� == < �0;A0 > and � : 	;� F�! A; ; � == < �0;A0 >We shall refer to these sequents as lazy sequents, and to the proofs using them as lazyproofs. Whenever a context is empty in a lazy sequent, we leave its position blank.Obviously, the lazy sequent at the root of a complete lazy proof tree cannot return anyformula; i.e. its output contexts must be empty.Applying this new notation, the example above is as follows:� : 	;� �! A;L1; � == < �0;A0 > � : 	;�0 �! A0;L2; � == < �00;A00 >� : 	;� F�! H +A; � == < �00;A00 >Note that the lazy splitting system must be nestable. Should the example above bea nested occurrence, the input contexts � and A of the subproof of L1 could containformulas consumed by neither L1 nor by L2. These formulas must be returned in theoutput contexts �00 and A00.In order to preserve completeness and correctness, the lazy splitting system mustbe further re�ned by constraining the contents of the output contexts. In the exampleabove, it is clear that the subproof of L1 can only return what is split in the consequenceof the backchaining rule; i.e. formulas in � and A. Thus, a subproof can return anunused formula f via its output contexts if and only if the formula f was previouslypassed to it via its input contexts. This output contexts constraint can be formallystated as follows: given the lazy sequents � : 	;� �! A; �;� == < �0;A0 > and� : 	;� F�! A; ; � == < �0;A0 >, the contents of the input and output contexts satisfythe relations �0 � � and A0 � A. Note that context splitting occurs in the backchainingrule only, when the right linear input context has been fully decomposed into atoms, sothe right output context contains atoms only. This is not surprising, since Forum proofsare uniform and the context splitting occurs in the ............................................................................................... L and ��L rules in the originalcalculus. Although these relations seem trivial, there are certain details which must bediscussed.Consider the construction of the subproof of L1. As right rules are applied, new atomswill be added to the right linear input context A. Also, every positive occurrence of the8



linear implication in L1 will be dealt with the ��R rule, adding its antecedent to theleft linear input context �. Furthermore, nested backchaining will add more formulas toboth linear input contexts. Thus, as the subproof of L1 is constructed, the linear inputcontexts grow more and more. The important point here is that the formulas added tothe linear input contexts cannot be returned by the subproof of L1. The lazy splittingsystem must be suitably modi�ed to avoid returning added formulas out of scope.Scope of formulas is embodied into the lazy splitting system by distinguishing twotypes of linear input contexts: the strict input contexts and the non-strict input contexts.The former contain formulas which must be consumed, and the latter contain formulaswhich could be. Hence, all the formulas generated by goal decomposition and nestedbackchaining are added to the strict input contexts to force their consumption, avoidingexporting them out of scope.The lazy sequents notation must be suitably extended again to include both strictand non-strict input contexts, so the lazy sequents have now the following appearance:� : 	;�;� �! A;B; �;�==< �0;B0 > and � : 	;�;� F�! A;B; ; �==< �0;B0 >where � and A are the left and right strict input contexts, and � and B are the left andright non-strict input contexts. Note that the right input context � is always strict, asonly atoms are split in the BC rule. Since only the non-strict input contexts can returnunused formulas, it is clear that the output contexts are now fully contained in them; i.e.the lazy sequents above satisfy �0 � � and B0 � B. These relations hold for every lazysequent along a lazy proof, so we shall refer to them as the lazy splitting system invariant.The distinction between strict and non-strict input contexts complicates our BC ruleexample: it must provide lazy splitting for both strict and non-strict input contexts,while maintaining the lazy splitting system invariant. The key here is that the formulasin the strict input contexts, � and A, are optionally consumed in the subproof of L1, butnecessarily consumed in the subproof of L2. To meet these requirements, we manage bothnon-strict input contexts and output contexts as stacks of contexts. The BC example(assuming that the atoms H are contained in the right strict input context) is then:� : 	; ;� : � �!;A : B;L1; �==< �0 : �0;A0 : B0 > � : 	;�0; �0 �! A0;B0;L2; �==< �00;B00 >� : 	;�;� F�! H+ A;B; ; �==< �00;B00 >where `:' denotes a stack constructor, being its �rst and second arguments the top andthe rest of the stack respectively. The strict input contexts � and A are �rst pushed inthe non-strict input contexts � and B, obtaining � : � and A : B respectively. These arethen passed to the subproof of L1 to be lazily split. This subproof consumes whateverit needs and returns the output contexts �0 : �0 and A0 : B0, where �0 � �, �0 � �,A0 � A and B0 � B. Since � and A are strict input contexts, they must be fullyconsumed between both subproofs, and hence, their output subcontexts �0 and A0 arepopped o�, and then passed to the subproof of L2 as strict input contexts.While our Forum lazy splitting system is based on the Lolli resource managementsystem presented in Cervesato et al. [2], we have used a di�erent stack-based mechanismto control the scope of resources. In their work, strict and non-strict input contexts arejoined through multiset union, while output contexts are separated into strict and non-strict input contexts by means of multiset intersection. Using their system, our exampleis as follows:� : 	; ;�[� �!;A[ B;L1; �==< �0;B0 > � : 	;� \�0; � \�0 �! A\ B0;B \B0;L2; �==< �00;B00 >� : 	;�;� F�! H +A;B; ; �==< �00;B00 >9



By imposing a stack structure on both non-strict input contexts and output contexts weavoid multiset union and intersection. Of course, pushing in and popping o� a contextis computationally much more e�cient than multiset union and intersection. Thereare, however, certain low level implementation details concerning logic programminglanguages which should not be ignored (for example, the preservation of clause order). Weshall not address here low level implementation details such as the single data structure tostore the contexts proposed in [2]. Nevertheless, we think that these details can be easilycombined with our stack-based mechanism (for example, by organizing the mentionedsingle data structure as a stack), leading to a much more e�cient implementation of lazysplitting. The importance of this cannot be overestimated, since the �nal goal of lazysplitting systems is that of e�ciency.5.2 Generalized Lazy BackchainingExtending the lazy splitting system from the previous backchaining example to fullbackchaining is trivial. Consider backchaining on a formula F such that< fC1; : : : ; Cmg; fL1; : : : ; Lng; fP1; : : : ; Phg;H >2 kFk0:As can be seen in Figure 2 classical and premise goals are solved exclusively from classicalinput contexts, so in the lazy BC rule their strict input contexts should only contain thegoal to solve, and their non-strict input contexts and output contexts should be empty.Thus, lazy backchaining only requires to deal with n linear goals as follows:� : 	; ;�!; ;Ci;A0;�==<;> (i = 1 : : :m)� : 	; ;�j�1 : �j�1 �!;Aj�1 : Bj�1;Lj ;A0;�==< �j : �j ;Aj : Bj > (j = 1 : : :n� 1)� : 	;�n�1; �n�1 �! An�1;Bn�1;Ln;A0;�==< �n;Bn >� : 	;Pk;�!; ; ;A0;�==<;> (k = 1 : : :h)� : 	;�0; �0 F�! A+A0;B + B0; ;A0;�==< �n;Bn > BCwhere H = A]B]A0. Recall that the strict input contexts �0 and A0 must be split andfully consumed among all these n linear goals. To this end they are pushed in the non-strict input contexts �0 and B0 and passed to the �rst linear goal L1 as non-strict inputcontexts. Then, every linear goal Li (2 � i < n) receives as non-strict input contexts theoutput contexts of its predecessor Li�1; consumes what it needs; and sends its outputcontexts to its successor Li+1. To maintain the lazy splitting invariant, the last lineargoal Ln must consume the remaining formulas of the strict input contexts �0 and A0, sothe output subcontexts �n�1 and An�1 are popped o� the output contexts of the Ln�1goal, and passed to Ln as strict inputs contexts. The strict input contexts �0 and A0can only be assigned to linear goals contained in the multiset L = fL1; : : : ; Lng, thus ifL is empty, �0 and A0 must be empty too, and the non-strict input goals �0 and B0 aredirectly returned as output contexts. Hence, we need to add the proviso \n = 0 implies�0 = A0 = ;" to the lazy BC rule (see Figure 3).5.3 Extending Lazy Splitting to right and decide rulesAlthough context splitting occurs in the backchaining rule only, right and decide rulesmust be updated to support lazy proofs. In general, extending lazy splitting to right anddecide rules is direct. There are, however, certain details concerning the management10



� : 	; �;� �! A;B;>;�;�==< �0;B0 >> -R � : 	;�;� �! A;B; �;�==< �0;B0 >� : 	;�;� �! A;B;?;�;�==< �0;B0 >? -R� : 	;�;� �! A;B;A; �;�==< �0;B0 > � : 	;�;� � �0;�! A;B � B0; ;B;�;�==<;>� : 	;�;� �! A;B;A&B;�;�==< �0;B0 > & -R� : 	;�;� �! A;B;A;B;�;�==< �0;B0 >� : 	; �;� �! A;B;A ............................................................................................... B;�;�==< �0;B0 > ............................................................................................... -R � : 	;�;� �! A;B; �;B;�==< �0;B0 >� : 	;�;� �! A;B; ?B;�;�==< �0;B0 >? -R� : 	;�; A; � �! A;B;B;�;�==< �0;B0 >� : 	;�; � �! A;B;A��B;�;�==< �0;B0 > �� -R � : 	; A; �;� �! A;B;B;�;�==< �0;B0 >� : 	;�;� �! A;B;A ) B;�;�==< �0;B0 > ) -R� : 	;�;� �! A;B;B[y=x];�;�==< �0;B0 >� : 	;�; � �! A;B;8�x:B;�;�==< �0;B0 > 8 -R � : 	;�;� �! A;A;B; �;�==< �0;B0 >� : 	;�;� �! A;B;A;�;�==< �0;B0 > transfer-R� : 	;�;� �! A;B;B;B;�==< �0;B0 >� : 	;�;� �! A;B; ;B;�==< �0;B0 > decide? � : 	;�;� F�! A;B; ;�==< �0;B0 >� : 	; �; F ; � �! A;B; ; �==< �0;B0 >decide1� : 	;�;�1 : � � � : (�i1 ;�i�2) : � F�! A;B; ; �==< �01 : � � � : (�0i1 ;�0i�2) : �0;B0 >� : 	;�; �1 : � � � : (�i1 ; F;�i�2) : � �! A;B; ;�==< �01 : � � � : (�0i1 ;�0i�2) : �0;B0 >decide2� : 	; F ; �;� F�! A;B; ;�==< �0;B0 >� : 	; F ; �;� �! A;B; ;�==< �0;B0 >decide!� : 	; ;�!; ;Ci;A0;�==<;> (i = 1 : : :m)� : 	; ;�j�1 : �j�1 �!;Aj�1 : Bj�1;Lj;A0;�==< �j : �j ;Aj : Bj > (j = 1 : : : n� 1)� : 	;�n�1;�n�1 �! An�1;Bn�1;Ln;A0;�==< �n;Bn >� : 	;Pk;�!; ; ;A0;�==<;> (k = 1 : : : h)� : 	;�0 ;�0 F�! A+A0;B + B0; ;A0;�==< �n;Bn > BCwhere < fCigi;fLjgj ; fPkgk;A ] B ] A0 >2 kFk0 and n = 0 implies �0 = A0 = ;The 8-R has the proviso that y is not declared in the signature�, and A is an atomic goal in transfer-R.Figure 3: A Lazy Splitting Sequent Calculus for Forumof non-strict input contexts and output contexts in the &R and >R rules that must bediscussed.Right rules deal with the goal G at the head of the strict input context (G;�) de-composing it accordingly to its topmost connective and inserting its subformulas in thesuitable target classical or strict input contexts. Except for the &R and >R rules, non-strict input contexts and output contexts are never modi�ed. These contexts simplypropagate down and up the proof tree, respectively.The &R rule constitutes a special case. Both subproofs in the rule must consumeexactly the same linear formulas. The strict input contexts cause no problem, as theymust be fully consumed. On the other hand, some of the formulas contained in the non-strict input contexts are consumed, while the remaining formulas are returned via theoutput contexts. To ensure that both subproofs consume the same subcontext of theirnon-strict input contexts, their output contexts must be synchronized; i.e. they must beequal. Thus, we obtain the following &R rule:� : 	;�;� �! A;B;A;�;�==< �0;B0 > � : 	;�;� �! A;B;B;�;�==< �0;B0 >� : 	;�;� �! A;B;A&B;�;�==< �0;B0 >As pointed out in [2], this rule can be optimized. The subproof of A clearly determinesthe subcontexts of � and B consumed. Since we accurately know the consumption of thesubproof of A, we can pro�t from this information and pass these consumed subcontextsas strict input contexts to the subproof of B, fully determining it. The optimized &R11



rule is:� : 	;�;� �! A;B;A;�;�==< �0;B0 > � : 	;�;���0;�! A;B � B0; ;B;�;�==<;>� : 	;�;� �! A;B;A&B;�;�==< �0;B0 > & -Rwhere � denotes the stack di�erence, recursively de�ned as follows:(P : �) � (P 0 : �0) =def (PnP 0) : (���0)nil� nil =def nilwhere n denotes multiset di�erence, and nil represents the empty stack. Note that theabove stack di�erence is only de�ned for stacks with the same depth. In this setting, themultiset di�erence PnP 0 is always applied for multisets P and P 0 such that P 0 � P . Thisfact could be used to improve the e�ciency of an implementation of the stack di�erence.The output contexts are determined transferring the contents of the non-strict inputcontexts when these cannot descend any more along the proof tree. These transfersobviously occurs at the leaves of the proof trees; i.e. the >R rule and the BC ruleapplications not introducing any goal. The BC rule applications introducing only classicaland premise goals also transfer the non-strict input contexts to the output contexts.The BC rule transfers non-strict input contexts untouched. The >R rule consumes allof the strict input contexts and an unknown portion of the non-strict input contexts.Determining the �nal consumption of the >R rule, however, is not trivial. Recall thekey idea of the lazy splitting system: a proof only consumes what it needs, and gentlyreturns what it does not. But the >R rule wants it all, contradicting this key idea. In asense, while the others rules are lazy, the >R rule is eager. The non-strict input contextsmust be divided into two subcontexts: one subcontext is consumed by >, while the otheris returned. Hence, we are faced with a context splitting problem again. Nevertheless,this splitting requires a di�erent technique to be done lazily, as the formulas a�ectedby it could have been consumed. In other words, this is not lazy splitting but lazyconsumption. Cervesato et al. [2] have proposed a very elegant solution to this problem.We shall not present how to adapt their solution to the Forum lazy splitting here. Hence,a direct implementation of the rule >R presented in Figure 3 backtracks through all thesplits of the non-strict input contexts.As shown in Figure 3, the decide! and decide? rules modify neither the non-strictinput contexts nor the output contexts. The decide rule must be replaced by the decide1and decide2 rules, depending on the location of the selected focus. Note that the stackstructure of the non- strict input contexts and output contexts slightly complicates thenotation of the decide2 rule.6 Related WorkThe problem of context splitting in Linear Logic proofs is an active research �eld, andhas received a certain amount of attention from the linear logic programming community.This is not surprising, as the successful implementation of Linear Logic based formalismsstrongly depends on the e�cient management of linear resources.Historically, the �rst attempt to reduce this non-determinism is the input-output modelof resource consumption proposed by Hodas and Miller in [4]. This solution partiallysolved this problem, as it managed > non-deterministically. Subsequently, Hodas com-pleted this solution in his PhD thesis. Recently, Cervesato et al. [2] have developed a newresource management system for Lolli, which can be applied to other Linear Logic based12



formalisms as well. This system improves the treatment of the additive conjunction &and of the additive constant >. We have partially adapted their system to Forum, themost complex logic to which this technique has been applied. We introduce a new stack-based scope control mechanism, avoiding the use of costly multiset operations present inthe original system. We think this new mechanism is suitable for a much more e�cientimplementation than the original one. The importance of this cannot be overestimated,as the �nal goal of linear resource management methods is that of e�ciency. As theoriginal system of Cervesato et al., to which this work owes much, our system can alsobe applied to the implementation of other Linear Logic based formalisms.Winiko� and Harland [10] developed a lazy splitting system for their Lygon languagebased on the Lolli input-output model [4]. In short, their system is based on tags: aformula is tagged to denote that its consumption is optional. There is a second tagdenoting that the formula could has been consumed by a > occurrence. As the proof isconstructed, the system suitably tags and untags formulas. Thus it deals with formulasindividually instead of whole contexts, leading to a too detailed speci�cation and a muchless e�cient implementation. Also, the 
R lazy rule exports subformulas out of scope,which seems quite unnatural. Their treatment the > is also more complex than in theLolli system.7 Conclusions and Further WorkLazy splitting considerably improves the performance of the implementation of any for-malism based in Linear Logic. The authors have implemented a prototype Forum inter-preter [6] based on a lazy version of the original sequent calculus. This implementationis based on the formula-level notation employed in [11]. We intend to incorporate thecurrent proposal to our implementation, and hope that the new context-level, stack-basedsystem shall simplify it and strongly improve its performance. We also intend to treat >lazily, applying the technique presented in [2]. Given the close relation between LinearLogic and concurrency, parallelization of the lazy splitting method is also of interest.8 AcknowledgmentsThe authors are very grateful to Iliano Cervesato for his helpful comments on this work.Pablo L�opez is supported by the Spanish Ministry of Education and Culture through aResearch Postgraduate Scholarship.References[1] J.M. Andreoli and R. Pareschi. "Linear Objects: Logical Processes with Built-in Inheri-tance". New Generation Computing, 9(3-4):445{473, 1991.[2] I. Cervesato, J. Hodas and F. Pfenning. "E�cient Resource Management for Linear LogicProof Search". Proc. of the 1996 International Workshop on Extensions of Logic Program-ming, 1996.[3] J-Y. Girard. "Linear Logic". Theoretical Computer Science, 50, pp. 1{102. 1987.[4] J. Hodas and D. Miller. "Logic Programming in a Fragment of Intuitionistic Linear Logic".Information and Computation, 110(2), pp. 327{365, 1994.13
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